
Maria Gil

	Shakespeare is one of the most widely recognized writers and playwrights ever- if not the most widely recognized.  You'd be hard-pressed to find anyone who isn't even remotely familiar with one of Shakespeare's works (probably Romeo and Juliet, though Hamlet is now pretty close thanks to The Lion King).  He's been made even more popular thanks to that stupid conspiracy theory where he didn't actually write any of his pieces.  That's bullshit, by the way, William Shakespeare was one person, a real person, who did in fact write around 38 plays.  The nature of Elizabethan theater did allow for some collaboration between writers and performers, but what we think of when someone says "Shakespeare" (like his use of language and metaphor and verse) is all the writer's work and that writer was Shakespeare.
	So, yeah, I took a few Shakespeare classes in college.  It started out because I liked Hamlet in high school (because ghosts are awesome) and it fit into some of my core requirements.  But after that first one I took a class on the guy at least once every year even though I studied art.  Fine arts.  Inter-media arts, if you want to be exact, I'm more interested in the way texture and color inform our understanding of pieces in a gallery setting.  You can now see why I don't have a steady job.  But Shakespeare: The guy was massively prolific, and as such there are a few of his pieces that have been lost: One of them, in a twist of Shakespearean fate, was Love's Labors Won, one of the only sequels Shakespeare ever wrote; another one, at least according to Hedgegrove, was Maria Gil.

			Maria Gil opens when a Portuguese trading ship- the 
			Maria Gil- is readying itself to leave Senegal for Lisbon.  
			We hear a deckhand mention to the captain of the Maria 
			Gil, Gonzalo Monte, that there have been odd storms 
			raging throughout the seas and it must be a result of the 
			forced marriage between the local sea goddess Yemoa 
			and the western sea god Neptune.  Captain Monte's first 
			mate, Ventos, that this is a seaman's tale but the logic and 
			math claim this to be false.
			In the next scene Neptune, sea God of the West, seeing over
			the Court of the Sea.  Neptune and his unhappy and unwilling
			wife Yemoa are in agreement that the mortals must not
			conquer the seas as they have the land, with only Glaucus-
			who once was mortal himself- urging the Gods to give
			the mortals "... a test to see the truth in man's heart".
			Though Yemoa disagrees, Neptune sees reason in this and
			claims that the next ship to pass through the corridor of the
			Gods shall be the one to be tested.  Yemoa, wanting to
			overthrow Neptune and establish herself as Queen of the sea,
			makes an agreement with the sea trickster Enki to ensure the
			mortals will not pass Neptune's test.

	Okay, so a few things.  First: way too many Gods.  A quick perusal through Wikipedia tells me that we've got Yoruban, we've got Mesopotamian, Roman, Greek, where only those last two would show up in a Shakespearean play.  Elizabethan theater was all about neoclassicism, and if you look at Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus, Julius Caesar, Timon of Athens, Troilus and Cressida: These are all rooted in the classical world.  Not all of Shakespeare's plays were, but those that weren't took their motivation from Medieval tales not other mythologies.  Queen Elizabeth wasn't interested in the cultures of the people she was taking over, she was interested in bringing her culture to other people and the elevation of the long and storied history of the West and the Kingdom of Great Britain.  That's the first thing.  I also have a problem with this story being set on a Portuguese vessel.  So Maria Gil is set in the middle of the 15th century probably, which means that at the time Portugal was in a colonial battle with Spain; just like England was in a colonial battle with Spain when this fake play would have been performed.  But what Hedgegrove isn't taking into consideration is that during the early 17th century when this would have been performed (and I'll get to that later on) Spain and Portugal had become allies against the British, and so to portray them as heroes would be to make enemies of the crown into great people.
	Anyways, I digress.  Well not really, because these are important details that Hedgegrove didn't even think about, but I digress from the story.  Luckily we don't get any more Gods.  Well, there's Leal (who does seem to be based off of the Welsh legend of King Leir, who is in turn the supposed inspiration behind Shakespeare's actual King Lear.  Fun fact) who is basically Glaucus' best friend.  So Glaucus and Leal believe that humanity has goodness in their heart, and that by sailing and conquering the ocean we're doing something good.  Yemoa (who survey says is actually the Yoruban deity Yemoja) and Enki (Mesopotamian deity, same name) are convinced that  Humanity will ruin the seas and only have pride and other evil thoughts in their heads.  Neptune really doesn't care either way, but he's the King of the Sea and he has to make a decision.  So he sends out a ghost ship of mermaids to stop the Maria Gil and magically curse it. We'll pick up there, at the start of Act II.

			Aboard the Ghost Ship Tiberius Neptune and Mermaids 
			find the Maria Gil.  Neptune reiterates the importance of 
			finding out the truth in Man's heart and tasks the Mermaids- 
			Pendaur, Liban, and Anne- with devising a task to find out.  
			The Mermaids sing a quick song, to the tune of The Ballad 
			of Sir Patrick Spens, and swim over to the Maria Gil.  
			Meanwhile Enki, determined to make the test fail, sets forth to 
			make his own curse.
			On the deck of the Maria Gil, Captain Monte sees the 
			mermaids swimming and tries his best to call out.  Liban 
			catches him before he can and sets her curse upon him.  
			Captain Monte gasps and stumbles offstage.  The ship's cook, 
			Polvo, is about to dump out a pot of stew- which he bemoans 
			that the crew hated- when Anne place's her curse upon him.  
			Polvo gasps and crawls offstage as well.  Hearing a commotion 
			outside, a nefarious deckhand- Timon- comes and sees the 
			mermaids.  Rather than be afraid, Timon rejoices and asks the 
			mermaids to bring on a storm to kill the crew.  Pendaur, finding 
			Timon attractive, casts her curse upon him but also boards the 
			ship as a woman to help him.  The other two, Liban and Anne, 
			wish Pendaur luck, and swim away.

	Curse 1: Monte is now Maria, a beautiful woman, and has found that the Maria Gil is now a derelict wreck with only her and the kitchen crew left onboard.  Another ship- The Tiberius- is nearby.
	Curse 2: Polvo has been turned into a fish, and the crew of kitchen workers and deckhands who considered him a friend bemoan his fate: That they are still good friends, but they are also hungry and Polvo is a fat and delicious looking fish.
	Curse 3: Timon is captain of the Tiberius, and alongside him is Pendaur as his human wife and Ventos as his first mate who has no recollection of the Maria Gil.
	That brings us to the end of Act II, but before we close out the test is spelled out for us:  Each of the three curses has two outcomes.  In Curse 1 if Monte, who everyone now thinks is named Maria Gil, is unable to adjust to this new life and lets revenge and hatred infect her heart, then the test will fail.  In Curse 2 if Polvo is killed and served to the crew of the Tiberius, then mankind has no value for their friends and the test will fail.  In Curse 3 if Timon stays captain of the ship- despite making every decision out of greed and pride- then he and Pendaur will sail into a storm and kill everyone and the test will fail.  Along the sidelines are Enki, who is getting rid of all food except for Polvo's fish, sprinkles Ventos with a dust that makes him fall in love with Maria, and gives each of Timon's orders an aura of fear that allows even his more boneheaded decisions to  be accepted.  Meanwhile, Glaucus boards the Tiberius clothed in robes to hide his fish-like visage (he cannot disguise himself as a human) to help Maria come to terms with her new femininity, dissuade the fear of the Tiberius and incite rebellion against Timon, and to catch new fish each day for the kitchen hands.
	Tensions rise in Act III, Ventos tries over and over to gain Maria's love but she continues to reject him claiming it "wouldn't be proper", which Ventos takes to be a comment about being born a lower class.  Meanwhile Timon rules his ship with fear and forces the entire crew to call him "Your honorable and magnificent lord-captain Timon of Lisbon".  Certain crewpeople begin to talk about mutiny, but when Pendaur hears this she claims that Timon could call the very depths of the sea to swallow the ship whole if angered.  The crew accepts this.  Every once in a while we switch to either the Kitchen hands or to the Sea Gods to provide either humor or emotional stakes, respectively.  Eventually Pendaur sees Glaucus on board and tells Neptune, who becomes enraged at this and condemns Glaucus to the bottom of the ocean and removes his God status, but not before he tells Neptune that Enki is also onboard making sure the test will fail.  Neptune also banishes Enki, but knows that this wouldn't have happened without Yemoa's help.  Right around here, Hedgegrove stops going through each Act and mostly just brings us to the end:
			
			Convinced that the Court of the Sea is no longer 
			trustworthy, Neptune works himself into a furor which
			manifests as a great storm on the surface, with the
			Tiberius trapped in the middle.  Ventos and the rest of the
			crew panic, but Timon tells them to stand down and allow
			the ship to sink, thinking that if he were to sole survivor
			he would come home a hero.  Pendaur tells him that
			eventually she could see him becoming a king, which gives
			Timon all the excuse he needs.  Confronted with the storm,
			Ventos goes to Maria's quarters and confesses his undying
			love but also that he understands that she will never love
			him.  Ventos tells Maria that he will engage in a duel with
			Timon for control of the ship, and that he will give his life
			to make sure Maria is able to get home safely.  As Neptune's
			storm rages, Timon and Ventos have their duel.  Ventos
			looses the duel, only fueling Timon's madness and hubris.
			With his last ounce of strength, Ventos pushes Timon
			over into the churning sea.  Pendaur sees this and
			claims that now he will be the king he always wanted to be.
			As Ventos lies dying and the storm shows no sign of stopping,
			Maria comes to him and thanks him with a kiss, admitting that
			she has finally come to love him.  The storm stops, and
			Neptune boards the ship.  He gives Maria  a choice:  either 
			she can be changed back into Gonzalo the sea captain but 
			have Ventos stay forever dead, or she can remain Maria and
			give her old life to Ventos.

	At this point, there's a discrepancy.  Originally in his notes Hedgegrove wrote that Maria decides to stay Maria, that Ventos comes back to life and the two hug (Ventos still having no recollection of who Gonzalo Monte was), and Neptune claims that the tests have been passed and mankind will now rule the seas instead of his court (because during the storm the kitchen hands threw Polvo into the sea so that he could live while the others died).  Only later Hedgegrove crossed this out.  Now, the official end is that Maria takes back the life of Gonzalo Monte, and thanks Ventos for performing his duty.  This action dooms the crew, Neptune claims that if humans were to take over the seas that this whole mess would begin anew.  So the Maria Gil and the Tiberius sinks, with Neptune still onboard and accepting his final descent into the deepest depths of the oceans.  Because now the ocean will be a place where all are free.
	There are some Shakespearean precedents in each of theses endings, though I think I've already made pretty clear that Hedgegrove didn't have that great of a grasp over the types of themes or ideas that would be in Shakespeare.  In fact in the end, it seems like Hedgegrove mostly thought a Shakespearean play meant "An 'old' drama with some supernatural elements where everyone dies".  So basically Hedgegrove was probably only aware of Hamlet and Macbeth, probably Romeo and Juliet as well which you can see some of in Maria Gil but not really.  However, the idea follows A Midsummer Night's Dream pretty well without the happy ending, because even Hedgegrove's original ending had most of the Sea Gods disbanded and destroyed, and had the death of one of the major characters (as well as at least one of the kitchen hands, who falls overboard with Polvo in hand and drowns.  Hedgegrove wrote a note about it in the margins).  This would put Maria Gil alongside some of Shakespeare's later and more difficult to categorize works- often called "Romances"- like The Winter's Tale, The Tempest, and Two Noble Kinsmen, all of which have more mystical elements, deal with perception and class, and have a mix of tragic and comedic elements.  The original ending of Maria Gil is in itself, very reminiscent of the ending of The Winter's Tale where a god-like statue comes to life at the end and forces the play to make sense (This is, among many other reasons, why I love Shakespeare).  However, in what we'll call the final ending, and even in most of the text, the mix of tragic and comic is reversed from Shakespeare's other romances where tragedy usually starts off the piece, but by the end the play exists firmly in comedy.
	I could probably go on and dissect whether the themes of sexuality and gender would truly exist in a Shakespearean play, not to mention the hugely anarchic ending where the Sea Kingdom and the Ship Kingdom are both destroyed so that the ocean can live in "freedom".  But I've had enough of debating the value of a fake play, so if you're interested you can write about that.  Though it is interesting to look at the change of ending as a shift in Hedgegrove himself, that eventually he quit thinking that people are guided by love and instead that their guided by power and class.  Whether it was that, or a creative decision because he thought it read better, or some sort of reaction to LGBTQ themes, we'll never know.  I'd like to think, though, that it is just him losing a bit of faith in people and taking one more step towards his grave.
